
cork decor - natural terrazzo 



CORK DECOR 

Eco-friendly hand made furniture board made of ground natural cork and resin.

main features

- resistance to water,
- surface  you can clean it with normal household cleaners,
- resistance to abrasion,
- resistance to scratches (very easy renewal of the surface),
- resistance to discoloration from fruit juices, red wine, spices,
- the possibility of disinfection with liquids with alcohol and agents such as domestos,
- easily renewable by sanding and re-waxing,
- fastness to discoloration,
- temperature resistance
- fire safty calss  C s2 d2 

A simple yet durable surface for everyday furniture.

- tables and countertops
- receptions
- furniture fronts
- wall coverings
- kitchen worktops 

Can be produced in several thicknesses. 



The product has unique functional properties. 

It is very unique product which is made from the tree BUT THERE IS NO NEED TO CUT THE TREE to 
produce it.

Happy trees - happy poeple :)

The product is made in the spirit - zero waste.In its production, we do not use water, which is of great 
importance for our planet.The production also does not emit carbon dioxide.

The product is 100% hand-made in a Polish workshop by artists.

The resin used in its production has an increased carbon composition compared to commonly used 
resins, which increases its biodegradability.

Cork decor countertops do not emit harmful substances such as formaldehyde, commonly used in filling 
boards. It is a biologically neutral surface.

Cork has special anti-mold properties, does not soak, does not discolor. 
Design can be controll on the production line - many different options in the range.

Product patented by Monika Blaszkowska 

cork’s oak trees after collecting cork on the cork farm in PORTUGAL. 











reception desk 
can be joint as solid surface 

it can be olso made from the waist 
from the restaurant and vine caffes 



cork decor - large pieces 
NATURAL TERRAZO 

funky nature looking style for all generations



CORK DECOR 

brings to your home natural smell of Portugue’s forests 
help you to create life ballance creating natural harmony 
beetwen industrial production and touch of nature,

it is like a blessing exercice of going back to our roots 
of going back to the Mother Earth

from the top image looks like wood being floted on the river...
it is also very helpful to create furniture that help disable 
people to marked the zones on the flat surface.

you can feel natural skin of the real tree with your fingertips. 


